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BIO
In 2011, Mehrnaz Bassiri made the riskiest and most rewarding decision of her professional life: she traded a
career in Biotech for K-12 educational development.
The critical thinking skills and resilience she hones as part of her STEM background helped with the transition, and now she
is an educator and a progress specialist. Mehrnaz helps youth, professionals, and companies achieve their goals by cutting
through all the nonsense about overnight success. She is the recipient of the Futurepreneur Canada’s ‘The Sky’s Your Limit
Entrepreneur of the Year’ award. Her dedicated mentorship helps others learn the importance of perseverance, overcoming
failures and learning from mistakes.
Mehrnaz has a Master of Science from the University of British Columbia and has lived, worked, and studied in Japan, Iran,
England, and Canada. With her 13 years of experience helping students and adults meet their goals, she knows exactly what
to say to help listeners break through their barriers and achieve their personal, professional, and academic dreams.

FEATURED IN

FEATURED ARTICLE
“A Paradox that Only the Heart
Understands”

PAST SPEAKING
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SPEAKING TOPICS
Turning Big Ambitions into Real Outcomes

Adopting A Growth Mindset

The Art and Science of Setting and Achieving Your Goals.

Igniting Creativity and Fulfillment at Work and in Life.

The desire to act and move toward a goal has the potential to

People often begin their education, jobs, and careers with high

unlock intrinsic motivation and productivity. Goal setting allows

aspirations and excitement. But, once they face challenges and

an organization to coordinate the work of individual employees

obstacles many lower their standards or settle for easier paths

and managers so that everyone is pulling in the same direction.

that they feel comfortable achieving. The biggest threat to

However, research shows that only 8% of people actually

innovation, creativity, and productivity is when individuals get

achieve the goals they set for themselves. There is a huge

into a habit of ‘playing it safe’.

disconnect between the transformative potential of a goal and
the actual results we often see. Implementing effective

It is crucial for employees to be aware of the self-sabotaging

goal-setting techniques creates a bridge between this

habits that a fixed mindset creates and to know how to foster a

potential and the actual results and leads organizations to the

growth mindset in themselves and within their team.

true power of their goals.
This workshop focuses on creating a fulfilling work life through
This workshop focuses on goal setting techniques that lead to

shifting our mindset. We will explore:

results. We will explore:

•

• Why 92% of goals fail
• How goals, habits, and process work together
• The 5 steps of setting short-term and long-term goals
• How to measure progress and use small wins to achieve goals

•
•
•

The neuroplasticity of our brains and the role learning plays in
brain function
How to prioritize learning and improvement over results
How to use mistakes and failures as a catalyst to success
The 3 steps of fostering growth mindset in the workplace

This is an interactive workshop where participants set their

With these solutions, participants take away techniques that

goals and create the roadmap to achieving them. They will

they can work on and nurture within their team to foster a

walk away with the mindset, techniques, and the steps they

growth mindset, and ultimately, a healthier outlook towards

can implement immediately to set and achieve their

uncomfortable and new challenges.

short-term and long-term goals.

Creating a Culture of Feedback at Work

Inspire Grit, Resilience, and Employee Engagement

Mitigating Bias and Providing Effective Evaluations.

Rebooting How You Think About Progress.

Building an effective feedback system creates rapport, fosters

It is the consistent and often uneventful day to day efforts, drills,

an environment where others feel seen and heard, and

and rituals that lead to excellence, however, we often convince

encourages continuous improvement within the organization.

ourselves that success is accomplished as a result of some
innate talent or ability. This talent trap slows progress as it

Effective feedback is vital to ongoing professional development.

removes value from the hard work, practice, and perseverance

Feedback clarifies expectations, helps us learn from our

that is required to succeed. Grit is the key ingredient in sticking

mistakes, and provides a blueprint for an organization’s success

with difficulties and reaching our highest potential.

in training, developing, and retaining talent. Giving and receiving
feedback is a delicate process and a careless approach to

This inspiring talk focuses on rebooting our thinking when it

implementing evaluations can lead to unwanted outcomes in

comes to making progress and achieving success. We will

employee performance and outlook.

explore:

This workshop focuses on creating a feedback loop that leads to

• Why measuring small and seemingly insignificant wins

productive performance evaluations. We will explore:

•
•
•
•

The impact of feedback on achieving individual and collective
success
How to incorporate evaluations into the process of learning
How to create a positive and safe space free of bias
Techniques for holding necessary and courageous conversations

matters

• Strategies for overcoming our tendency to choose the path of
least resistance

• How to implement the process of mastery in learning
• How to inspire grit in ourselves and others
Through this talk, participants will view the path to success
through a new lens – a healthier lens that enables them to

Participants will walk away with the techniques to hold real

respond to challenges and obstacles sustainably.

conversations, and an open mind about evaluations,
understanding how constructive feedback can help them
grow personally and professionally.
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